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PhyzSpringboard:
A Day at the Drag Races

1.Cross-Sectional Area
All parameters of the two cars and their environments are
equal except that car B has a greater cross-sectional area
than car A.
a.Circle the winning car or circle the tie if cross-sectional
area doesn’t make a difference.
b.Draw an X over the car that will encounter more drag.

2.Shape
All parameters of the two cars and their environments are
equal except that car B has a sleeker shape than car A.
a.Circle the winning car or circle the tie if shape doesn’t
make a difference.
b.Draw an X over the car that will encounter more drag.

3.Fluid Density
All parameters of the two cars and their environments are
equal except that car B is moving through denser air than
car A.
a.Circle the winning car or circle the tie if fluid density
doesn’t make a difference.
b.Draw an X over the car that will encounter more drag.

4.Color / Mass
OK, I was just kidding about the color thing. (Color doesn’t
make any difference.) All parameters of the two cars and
their environments are equal except that car B has a
greater mass than car A.
a.Circle the winning car or circle the tie if mass doesn’t
make a difference.
b.Draw an X over the car that will encounter more drag.

5.Length
All parameters of the two cars and their environments are
equal except that car B has a longer body than car A.
a.Circle the winning car or circle the tie if length doesn’t
make a difference.
b.Draw an X over the car that will encounter more drag.

� . All Together Now

DRAG RACES
In each situation described below, two cars propelled by equal forces race each other through air across a level
surface.Each race involves cars whose characteristics are identical in all ways except one.You must decide
which car will win the race (or if the race will end in a tie) and which car will encounter more drag (air
resistance).

Based on what you’ve learned from the cases above, what characteristics would you build into an overall
winning design?

Felix
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DRAG ENCOUNTERS
Consider two cars, A and B,traveling down the road. Each experiences a certain quantity of drag.

1.If car B is moving twice as fast as car A,how many air molecules will it collide with each second
compared to car A? What effect will this have on the drag force car B experiences?
___Car B will hit half as many particles as car A and experience half the drag of car A.
___Car B will hit as many particles as car A and experience the same drag as car A.
___Car B will hit twice as many particles as car A and experience twice the drag of car A.

2.If car B is moving twice as fast as car A,how will the impact force of the molecules hitting car B
compare to the impact force of the molecules hitting car A? What effect will this have on the drag force
car B experiences?
___Air molecules will hit car B with half as much force as they will with car A; drag on B is half the drag on A.
___Air molecules will hit car B with as much force as they will with car A; drag on B is equal to the drag on A.
___Air molecules will hit car B with twice as much force as they will with car A; drag on B is twice the drag on A.

3.If car B is moving twice as fast as car A,both effects mentioned above will affect the drag
simultaneously.What does this mean?
___The drag on car B is 1/4 the drag on car A.
___The drag on car B is 1/2 the drag on car A.
___The drag on car B is equal to the drag on car A.
___The drag on car B is 2 times the drag on car A.
___The drag on car B is 4 times the drag on car A.

4.Be careful on this one! If car B is moving thrice as fast as car A,
___the drag on car B is 1/9 the drag on car A.
___the drag on car B is 1/6 the drag on car A.
___the drag on car B is 1/3 the drag on car A.
___the drag on car B is equal to the drag on car A.
___the drag on car B is 3 times the drag on car A.
___the drag on car B is 6 times the drag on car A.
___the drag on car B is 9 times the drag on car A.

DRAGGING IT ALL TOGETHER
1.Make a list of the quantities (and their symbols) that drag is proportional to.

2.What is the official equation for drag?

3.What modifications do we make to the equation when we use it? In what form do we use it?
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square of the speed: v2
cross-sectional area: A

fluid density: ρ
shape: C

D = 1/2CρAv2

D = kv2
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